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Civilisation britannique – Chapitre 5 The century of the Industrial Revolution : 1815-1914



doc 5.5 dans la brochure « British history... » page 5[doc 5.5 dans la brochure « British history... » page 5] began in the 1750s-1760s. The most difficult part of this Revolution finished in the 1850s-1860s (then prosperous period until the 1870s). The Industrial Revolution moved in 3 phases : The Industrial Revolution



•



The first one mainly involved textile industries in and around Manchester [doc 5.1].



•



From the 1850s onwards, one talk about the « railway age » [docs 5.2 et 5.3] which rested on a



spectacular growth of the iron, steel and coal (iron, steel and coal were precisely what were required to build an extensive railway network). •



The third phase was more distincly imperialist as a solution to the contradictions of the growth



of industrial capitalism in Britain.



Within the British Isles, we'll have to highlight that the geography of the Industrial Revolution was characterised by its uneven development which divided Wales (Cardiff, Swansea), Scotland (Glasgow) and Ireland (Belfast) between north and south : in Wales for example, there is social problems but cities as



Manchester make an effort of « City Plannin » -> the North spreads more. In parallel with the social problems, the working/middle class sprawl more too. British Imperialism [doc 5.4, Empire]



1. Between 1815 and 1858, the British influence changed : The British Empire became larger, it spread to the entire subcontinent by 1858. The Indian territories didn't have the same relationship with Britain : some were



dependent, and other were British territories (so a part of GB). The British Empire is an homogeneous Empire. Ceylon is now called Sri Lanka.



2. British presence in India began in 1600 with the creation of East India Company : it works as a trading venture without outposts. It represents GB in a country, it controls India for Britain. In 1848, a mutiny



happened because a part of the population was against British occupation. After the mutiny, the Indian Act decided to transfer the power and the position from East India Company to India, so a direct rule from London. « Viceroy » is a British in India who represents the power. Britain stopped to govern in 1947 under the influence of Gandhi. The English needed tea, men for army from India. 3. British influence on the African continent changed between 1815 and 1914 too : they had more lands in



Africa (cf the Partition of Africa = Scramble for Africa, page 4/) : Rhodesia (Zimbabwe / Zambie), Sudan, Sierra Leone, Glod Coast, Nigeria, Egypt, Somaliland (Somalia), Bechuanaland (Botswana), British East Africa (Kenya / Uganda), Gambia, South Africa (2 Boer wars between the Netherlands and South Africa in 1880-81 and 1899-1901). South Africa is a very sought-after territory (mining ressources) The British wanted colonies because they needed raw material (tea, diamond, cooton...), they can buy



manufacture goods, commodities to India, get them into army... Then, Britain needed more lands to sell its products ; it's typical of the Industrial Revolution (demand : overproduction / supply : underconsumption). Not all the colonies had the same state : •



on the one hand, the « white colonies » : Australia, New Zeland, Canada (convicts, prisoners)



South Africa. They respected a lot British power. That's why there was a certain amount of political autonomy (self-government). Afterwards, these colonies were called the Dominions. •



On the other hand, the « non white colonies » : Africa and India. Contrarly to the white colonies,



they hadn't autonomy (British power became stronger after the 1858 mutiny).
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Civilisation britannique – Chapitre 5 In 1876 Victoria became the Empress of India. Over India and Africa were directly ruled from London.



Ideological idea of the British imperialism : people are savage, they give to mission to educate them (according to the victorian education : anglicanism, moral...). They were convinced they were helping the world. The idea of imperialims used to convince the working class.



Documents >>>Document :



The Pankhursts



1. In the late 18th and the early 19th centuries, Manchester attracted people from rural communities (agricultural labourers) and migrants (Jewish, Irish, Welsh), so there was a great Irish presence in Manchester, what brought about problems. The work (textile industries) is the main reason for which they came to Manchester. In 1852, the population in Manchester was of 250,000. By 1871 it was over 370,000. 2. Manchester's economy was vulnerable to exterior events because of the export trade for commodities and the import trade for raw materials, tea...). The Civil War (= guerre de Secession) in America is a striking



example : America stopped to produce cotton, but it was a very important material in Manchester. The workers' housing liked unhealthy, too small, too narrow, hastily constructed. Several men wrote about Manchester : Tocqueville, Marx, Disraeli (Prime Minister between 1874 ans 1880), Gaskell. 3. The Corn Laws (which started in 1815) were taxes on grain (corn). They were about keeping the prices in Britain high. They stood for the aristocracy control of power, politic. There were petitions, meetings in Manchester against this Corn Laws. 4. Before 1832, middle-class was excluded from the electorate : « Law an Order » was a rule which had to be respected. After Napoleonic wars, they created radical societies.



5. Until 1832, middle-class and working class had the same goal. In 1832, middle class got the right of vote so the working class felt betrayed. The Anti Corn Laws gathered men which were against the Corn Laws and wanted the repeal of this law, they promoted the free trade. They got the repeal in 1846.



6. The peak of Manchester's political influence was between 1846 and 67 (second half oh the 19th century). Winston Churchill was the Prime Minister between the W.W.II. Queen Victoria (1819-1901 ; reigned from 1837 to 1901). She was the Queen of the Uk of GB and Ireland from 1837 and the first emperess of India from 1876, until her death. The Victorian Era was the height of the



Industrial Revolution, a period of significant social, economic and technological change in the UK. Victoria's reign was marked by a great expansion of the British Empire and during the period it reached its zenith,



becoming the formidable Global Power of the time. She was the last monarch of the House of Hanover, she was succeeded by her son Edward VII (1901-1910). Although she was very popular, her reign was marked by a diminution of the royal power ; the Cabinet and the Parliament were getting more and more power. She had just the rights to be consulted, to encourage and to warn.



Until the 19th century, the Whigs and the Tories had the power. In 1832, with the 1st Reform Act, they became « the Liberals Party » and the Tories were called the « Conservative Party ». What changed the 1832 Reform Act (= the « Great Reform Bill ») ?
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Civilisation britannique – Chapitre 5 •



more people had the right to vote



•



dvpt of the organisation of parties : they have to adapt to what people wanted => Party Loyalty :



a few people decided and everyone aggreed In 1846, the Corn Laws created a break within the conservative party : on the one hand we had the partisans of the free-trade (with Gladstone), on the other hand the partisans of the protectionism (with Disraeli).



Before the 3 Reform Acts (1688-1832), only the persons who had property requirements (franchise) could vote. There was no proportionality in the districts (=boroughs) voting : in some boroughs only 4 ou 5 persons



elected one reprensentant, in other about 40 000 elected also one representatn, which means that Parliament was absolutely not representative. Those districts where only a few person could elected a MP were called the



Rotten (=pourris) Boroughs. However, there were also property requirements to be elected. There wasn't secret ballot, so there were people who exerted pressure on the voters. The new economic and urban environment created the conditions of the rise of working class politics whose



most emblematic expression was Chartism (> Chart) : it was a political movement, not a party, especially influenced from 1838 to 1848. In 1838, a document, the People's Charter demanded 6 main requests : •



annual parliaments : a new Parliament elected every year beacause they thought the Parliament



should be more responsible. •



Universal male suffrage



•



equal electoral districts



•



no more property qualifications for M.P.s



•



payment to MP : they wanted MP to be paid



•



secret ballot : no more political pressure



They made 2 large petitions in 1838 and in 1842. Twice people signed, twice Parliament refused to sign. In 1848 aborted a massive demonstration. The 3 Reform Acts 1) The first (1832) was a Whig (=Liberal) measure. There were riots in the country. It put an end to the



problem of Rotten Boroughs (= pocket Boroughs), redistributed about 45 seats and extended the franchise by 50%. It benefited the middle-class = it satisfied the hopes of the middle-class but not the working-class. 2) The second (1867) was a conservative achievement. The main artisan of this reform was Disraeli. It extended the vote to one more million people and redistributed seats.



3) The third (1885) was a conservative measure. The main artisan was Gladstone. The voters were 5 millions and there were an exact correspondance between population and representations >>>Texte : Hugh Kearney, The British Isles, p34 1. Before WWI (World War One), there were religion and ethnic problems. After WWI, the religion and the origins didn't make such differences. The most important issue is social class (middle-class, working-class...).



In 1801 : act of union. Home Rule association was agroup of Irish people and M.P.s in London who wanted to get rif of the Union (the repeal of the Act) and a political autonomy. The decision removed by the issue of



« Home Rule » in Ireland was the creation of the Irish Free State in 1922. The cities where ethnic hostility
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Civilisation britannique – Chapitre 5 remained were Glasgow and Liverpool, because there were Irish. 2. Politics took a shape of social classes, particularly in the east Scotland (Glabsbourg) and in the south Wales (Cardiff).



3. The division in Ireland after WWI was a religious division between Protestants (majority in the North) and Catholics (South).



1914 : Protestants of the North Unionists => very strong unionism 1916 : the Sinn Fein rebellions (political party which represents the interests of the IRA)



1919-1922 : military struggle led to the partition of Ireland between six counties of Northern Ireland and the 26 counties of the Irish Free State (Irish Free State = Republic of Ireland).



From 1920s to 1970s, they kept the religious question ahead. We definite ourself as we are unionists or not. 4. English Conservatives draw their support from Glasgow, Liverpool, the south-east of England. English politics were based on class issues. The 2nd half of the century saw the rise of the trade union movement which eventually moved on to establish organisation that would represent them in parliament : in 1906, the Labour party was create >>> Document 5.1 (p19-20) : Tocqueville, Voyages... 1. They were 7000 votants from 300 000. 2. He describes Manchester as a destroyed city, invaded by lots of industries. It looks a dirty, monstruous city, we have the impression that the development isn't controlled. 3. They were located all over the industries, there were no divisions between the industries and where people



lived. Next to a river. They liked very small, cramped houses, only one floor, cold and uncomfortable houses. There was no urbanism, it was an unhealthy environnment. People were suffering from pollution. Some lived



in cellar and never saw light. Thousands of people came to countries (accomodate places), because they had no work. 4. On the one hand we have the labour force, and on the other hand people who command (because they own the factories. There is a striking contrast between the dwellings and the factories (Tocqueville admires the factories). 5. 6. sounds from the work (textile industry), machineries + smell of the industry. 7. from the countries side where there is no work anymore to the cities 8. less of work because rising of the system of production charges, modernisation of machines. Workers are women and children.



9. textile factories : for Russia, Germania, Switzerland market, not for domestic market
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Civilisation britannique – Chapitre 5 >>> Texte : Karl Marx, The Communist Manifesto 1. The bourgeoisie needs stability for herself, and constantly revolutionize the instruments of production. 2. They need to establish connexions and settle in the whole world in order to expand their market. 3. Before 1750, the industries worked on local, indigenous raw materail, whereas after 1750 they worked on consumption. Before 1750, the industrial products were consumed at home, whereas after 1750 they were consumed in every quarter of the globe. Before 1750, the old wants were satisfied by the productions of the country, whereas after 1750, new wants or needs were satified by products from distant lands. Finally, in place of the self-sufficiency before 1750, we have after this date intercourse in every direction, universal interdependance. 4. They are drawn into 'bourgeois civilization' by the improvement of instruments of production and means of communication. The cheap crisis compeled them to adopt the Western mode of production. 5. The population increased because of the urbanisation.The wo types of dependance created were a dependance on the towns and on the capitalist countries. 6. The political consequence of 'bougeois civilization' (= capitalistes) was a political centralization. 7. The achievements listed by Marx are : the means of production and of exchange, the feudal organization of agriculture and manufacturing industry, the feudal relations of property became so many fetters, they had to be and were burst asunder.
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